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ON THE COVER
Ravina Aheer, registered psychiatric nurse, Richmond Hospital, and Nicole McIntosh, registered psychiatric
nurse, Mount St. Joseph’s Hospital.
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AGENDA
NOTE: Delegates please refer to the agenda
in your delegate kit for final agenda details

THURSDAY, APRIL 18, 2013		

PRE-CONVENTION PLENARY AND MEETINGS

8:00 AM

Registration

9:00 AM

Transitioning to the 37.5 Hour Work Week

10:00 AM

Break-out Meetings

12:00 PM

New Delegates Luncheon

1:00 PM

Plenary Session

4:00 PM

Regional Meetings

5:00 PM

HSA Social

6:40 PM

Movie: Miss Representation (sponsored by HSA Women’s Committee)

FRIDAY, APRIL 19, 2013		
8:00 AM

Registration

8:30 AM

Call to Order

CONVENTION SESSIONS

		Credentials Report
		

Anti-Harassment Policy Statement

		

Adoption of Rules of Order

		

Adoption of Agenda

		

Adoption of Minutes of 2012 Annual General Meeting

9:30 AM

President’s Report

10:00 AM

Elections Committee Report

		

Resolutions Committee Report

		

Run for the Cure Committee Report

		

Finance Committee Report

11:00 AM

Guest Speaker

		

Jim Sinclair, President, BC Federation of Labour

11:30 AM

Resolutions Committee Report

12:00 PM

Lunch
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1:30 PM

Guest Speaker

		

Ron Stipp, Regional Representative, Canadian Labour Congress

		

Education Committee Report

		

Resolutions Committee Report

3:00 PM

Guest Speaker

		

Adrian Dix, Leader, New Democratic Party of BC

3:15 PM

Political Action Committee Report

5:00 PM

Adjournment

6:00 PM

Reception

7:00 PM

Convention Banquet and Dance

SATURDAY, APRIL 20, 2013		

CONVENTION SESSIONS

8:30 AM
Call to Order
		Credentials Report
		Presidential Election
		
Women’s Committee Report
		
Committee for Equality and Social Action Report
		Resolutions Committee
11:15 AM
Elections (Trials Committee)
12:00 PM
Lunch
1:30 PM
Guest Speaker
		
James Clancy, President, National Union of Public and General Employees
		Election Results
		
Occupational Health and Safety Committee Report
		Resolutions Committee
		
Good and Welfare
4:00 PM
Convention Adjournment
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REPORT OF THE PRESIDENT

Meeting the challenge
of endless negotiations
A year ago in my annual report to members I was
able to report out that bargaining plans were underway in most of the collective agreements where
HSA has members. We knew that much of the time
and energy of union activists and staff would revolve
around bargaining in the public sector in the province.
Health Science Professionals, Nurses, Community
Health and Community Social Services Bargaining
Association contract negotiations were just getting
underway as the 2012 Annual Report was published.
A year later, health science professionals and community health members have just ratified collective
agreements, members in community social services
are in the process of a ratification vote, while HSA’s
registered psychiatric nurses signed off on the nurses’
agreement seven months after expiry of the previous
contract.
As has been the case for the past decade or more,
the public sector is in a constant state of bargaining. Gone are the days when a collective agreement
approached expiry, the parties negotiated a set of collective agreement provisions, and then proceeded to
carry on advocating for adherence to the terms and
conditions, and protecting the rights negotiated.
With the constant attack on public services
leading to erosion, restructuring, and changes in
Health Sciences Association
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the delivery of services, the defense of the integrity
of public sector collective agreements has meant
sustained and intense advocacy and negotiation – for
the people who deliver the services, and for the British Columbians who depend on them. From transportation and resources management to education,
social services, and health care our public services
are under strain and attack.
The core of HSA’s business is negotiating and defending collective agreement rights. In 2012, with all
four of the public sector agreements up for negotiation, the union’s focus was primarily on working in a
difficult bargaining atmosphere to defend members’
rights.
On behalf of your board of directors, thank you to:
HEALTH SCIENCE PROFESSIONALS
BARGAINING ASSOCIATION:

•
•

Chief Negotiator Jeanne Meyers
Bargaining Committee co-chairs:
• Val Avery, physiotherapist, Victoria General
Hospital and Board of Directors;
• Kimball Finigan, radiation therapist, BC
Cancer Agency and Board of Directors;
• Brendan Shields, music therapist, Richmond Hospital and Board of Directors,

WITH THE CONSTANT
ATTACK ON PUBLIC
SERVICES LEADING TO
EROSION, RESTRUCTURING, AND CHANGES IN
THE DELIVERY OF SERVICES, THE DEFENSE
OF THE INTEGRITY OF
PUBLIC SECTOR COLLECTIVE AGREEMENTS HAS
MEANT SUSTAINED AND
INTENSE ADVOCACY
AND NEGOTIATION.

Reid Johnson

•

•

who replaced Kimball in the last weeks of
bargaining.
Bargaining Committee members:
• Cheryl Greenhalgh, medical radiation technologist, Royal Columbian Hospital;
• Edith MacHattie, occupational therapist,
Centre For Child Development (Surrey);
• Denise Sylvest, physiotherapist, Castlegar
Community Health Centre and Talarico
Place.
Alternates to the Bargaining Committee:
• Candis Johnson, supported child care
consultant, Child Development Centre of

•

Prince George;
Rick Lascelle, respiratory therapist, Ridge
Meadows Hospital.

NURSES BARGAINING ASSOCIATION:

•

Bargaining Committee members:
• Val Barker, registered psychiatric nurse,
Lions Gate Hospital;
• Pat Blomme, senior labour relations officer,
HSA.
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COMMUNITY BARGAINING ASSOCIATION:

•

Bargaining Committee members:
• Kate Meier, residential care worker, South
Peace Child Development Centre;
• Dani Demetlika, senior labour relations officer, HSA.

COMMUNITY SOCIAL SERVICES
BARGAINING ASSOCIATION:

•

Bargaining Committee members:
• Jody Moore, family counsellor, Cameray
Counselling Centre;
• Margaret Blair-Cook, supported child development consultant, Central Okanagan Child
Development Association, who replaced
Jody in the final months of bargaining;
• Sharon Geoghegan, senior labour relations
officer, HSA.

THE WORK OF YOUR
BARGAINING COMMITTEES
WOULD NOT HAVE BEEN
POSSIBLE WITHOUT THE
SUPPORT OF STEWARDS,
OTHER ACTIVISTS, AND
MEMBERS.

Health Sciences Association
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The work of your bargaining committees would not
have been possible without the support of stewards,
other activists, and members who ensured these
committees had strong direction as they negotiated
on your behalf. Participation in bargaining proposal
meetings in anticipation of bargaining helped to set
the priorities, stewards worked tirelessly to ensure
essential services schedules were in place, and members supported job action undertaken to support the
efforts of the bargaining committees.
So thank you, too, to all our stewards, activists,
and members for your continued commitment to the
services you provide.
Public sector bargaining happens on many fronts.
With collective agreements all expiring at the same
time in British Columbia, government orchestrates
a bargaining strategy for employers. This centralized
bargaining mandate has served to give employers the
upper hand in bargaining. In the lead-up to the 2012
round of bargaining, the BC Federation of Labour
took a key step to bring together all its affiliated
unions involved in bargaining to coordinate a united
approach to negotiating in these circumstances. That
coordination ensured that all the unions had the best
information possible to take forward to the various
bargaining tables. This was an invaluable resource for
all the unions and bargaining associations working to
negotiate contracts within a restrictive mandate in a
way that would best serve individuals members.
As an affiliate of the BC Federation of Labour,
HSA has a voice in our province’s important union
movement. At the Federation’s biannual convention in the fall of 2012, union members re-elected
President Jim Sinclair and Secretary Treasurer Irene
Lanzinger to another term as the leadership of the
union movement in BC. Under their leadership, the
BC Federation of Labour has led high profile campaigns that raised the minimum wage, highlighted

WHILE BARGAINING
ACTIVITIES WERE A
PRIORITY IN 2012 AND
EARLY 2013, THE HSA’S
WORK ON MANY OTHER
FRONTS DID NOT SLOW
DOWN.

the plight of farmworkers, and improved protections
for those who work alone. These important campaigns have ensured that we work in solidarity with
all working people – not just union members – for a
better province for us all.
While bargaining activities were a priority in 2012
and early 2013, HSA’s work on many other fronts did
not slow down. With a number of staff devoted to
supporting bargaining, temporary labour relations
staff were brought on to ensure the advocacy for and
defense of members’ rights did not suffer. This resulted in some pressures on the union’s budget, which,
thanks to a continued commitment to prudent fiscal
oversight, was managed. Elsewhere in this Annual
Report, Executive Director of Legal and Labour Relations Jeanne Meyers reports on the track record this
commitment to service has meant, in very tangible
ways, for HSA members. I encourage you to review
this report, which gives some very significant insight

into the value of collective agreement rights, and into
the value of strong advocacy for members protected
by those rights.
An area in which financial pressures have resulted
in changes to benefits for HSA members is in the
union-governed and run long term disability trusts.
These trusts were closed in 2006 after HSA successfully negotiated shifting responsibility for LTD coverage to a government plan. Members who had gone
onto LTD before then would stay on the original
plans. After years of funding challenges and no additional contributions, the world-wide financial crisis
had put the trusts in crisis: without action, by as early
as 2017 there would have been no money remaining
to pay disability benefits to any of the approximately
200 members who count on LTD payments for at
least a portion of their income. This issue was extensively discussed at the 2012 annual convention, when
delegates directed the Board of Directors to consult
the membership about whether they could support
an increase in union dues to offset the loss of some
coverage for some members on long term disability.
A referendum was conducted, and 84 per cent of
voting HSA members voted against increasing union
dues to address the funding shortfall.
This was a difficult decision for trustees, and for
the membership, but the result is that while there has
been some reduction in benefits, the trusts remain
viable and LTD recipients covered by the closed
trusts will have continued access to income, which
is much better than the alternative they were facing:
bankrupt funds that would be unable to pay out any
benefits at all.
Looking ahead to 2013, there is no question that
HSA stewards and staff will be called upon to continue to work hard to support our members – be it
advocating for members in workplace disputes, supporting our activists’ work on behalf of members, or
Annual Report 2013
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working with our partners in labour and the broader
community to defend and enhance the services British Columbians count on.
In the coming year, we can also anticipate challenges to HSA from the BC Nurses’ Union, which
last fall initiated a raid of registered psychiatric
nurses out of HSA. The BCNU has been condemned
by the BC Federation of Labour and the Canadian
Labour Congress for a continued and concerted
campaign to move members from other unions into
the BC Nurses’ Union. Last fall, BCNU conducted
campaigns at Royal Columbian Hospital and two
other smaller facilities to reassign the union membership of HSA members to BCNU. This spring, in
partnership with the BC Liberal government, the
BCNU worked to ram legislation through on the last
day of the legislature before the May 14 election to
move licenced practical nurses out of the Facilities
Bargaining Association and into the Nurses Bargaining Association. No consultation was done with any
of the affected unions, including HSA, which represents registered psychiatric nurses in the collective
bargaining association.
HSA will continue to work to advocate for RPNs
as the caregivers of choice in mental health. And that
starts with helping them stay in HSA instead of being
raided by the BCNU, which has historically refused
to recognize the specialized training and unique
position registered psychiatric nurses have on the
modern health care team.
Just as highly specialized health science professionals are integral to a successful health care team,
so are RPNs to the nursing team. Without strong
advocates for specialized professions, the role and
value of RPNs is threatened. Since its foundation,
HSA has worked to educate employers, government
decision-makers and the public about the important
and specialized role so many members of the modHealth Sciences Association
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MAY 14 WILL SEE A
PROVINCIAL ELECTION
IN BC, AND HSA MEMBERS
WILL BE ACTIVELY
INVOLVED ON MANY
FRONTS.

ern health care team bring to a successful system.
The work that HSA’s board members, constituency liaisons, members-at-large, and other activists continue to do to raise the profile of the union
delivering modern health care is making a difference.
Early in 2012, HSA held its first HSA lobby day at the
BC Legislature. Members met with cabinet ministers
and government and opposition MLAs to educate
them about the role of health science professionals in
the modern health care and social services systems.
With each meeting, our member lobbyists have made
connections with decision makers about the value of
your work and your professions.
Ultimately, decisions about the direction of public
services are made by government, which is why for
the past decade, delegates to the union’s convention

have approved increased and continued involvement
in the political process. May 14 will see a provincial
election in BC, and HSA members will be actively
involved on many fronts – from encouraging members to speak up and take a stand on important
public policy issues by exercising their right to vote,
to being supported by the union’s Political Action
Committee to work on campaigns for candidates
who support the union’s values established by annual
conventions: a positive role for the public sector; the
principles set out in the Canada Health Act; progressive occupational health and safety legislation; and
free collective bargaining for public sector employees.
Elsewhere in this Annual Report, the union’s
committees and executive directors report out on the
union’s activities in more detail. You will see from
those reports that HSA activists and staff have focused on the core objects and purposes of our union,
providing a high level of representation and promoting members’ interests, and that we can expect
continued excellent service and representation in the
coming year.
2013

Respectfully submitted,
Reid Johnson, President
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REPORT OF THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
OF LEGAL SERVICES AND LABOUR RELATIONS

Hard-won success despite
unprecented difficulties
Every year we write of challenges which the union
has faced, and the strategies the union has developed
to meet those challenges.
Last year we told you that we were in for a tough
round of bargaining. We spoke of the threatened
erosion of our classification system under the guise
of modernization, the labour relations implications
of reorganization and consolidation, and the increasingly complex issues in disability management.
We had come out of a round of “net zero” bargaining
with benefit improvements. Yet management broke
other promises before the end of 2011. The Joint
Classification Committee intended to modernize
the classification system had failed due to underresourcing on management’s side of the table. Our
commitment to the value of the Enhanced Disability Management Program was sorely tested by the
unwillingness of health authorities to follow through
on funding promises. Health science professionals
could see their wages falling in comparison to other
provinces. And we said we were going to turn this
around.
We have had a year of extraordinary activity. We
have increased our resources in all areas – not just
bargaining and labour relations. It has been a difficult
year but one which shows results. New challenges
appeared in the form of raids by BCNU, a shifting
bargaining mandate, and an inhospitable labour relaHealth Sciences Association
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tions climate. Despite all this, HSA is able to report
steady forward progress.
BARGAINING
Health Science Professionals
Bargaining Association

We have always been aware of the Ministry of
Health’s presence at the bargaining table but it has
never been so invasive. Bargaining for the 2010 –
2012 collective agreement created such discord that
we were left with damaged relations with the health
authorities and Health Employers Association of BC.
Bargaining did not start in a manner which gave us
much hope of healing those rifts. The first salvo attacked the wage rates of pharmacists. The Ministry
of Health then directed HEABC to roll out a bargaining strategy which did not address the particular
issues facing health science professionals. A strong
stike vote resulted in bringing the government to the
table but their objective was clearly to bully health
science professionals into an agreement which did
not come close to providing any relief on the issues
of excessive call, classification redesign, disability
management, shift premiums or wage redress.
Government had little choice but to loosen its
grip on the bargaining process and give the union

IT HAS BEEN A DIFFICULT
YEAR BUT ONE WHICH
SHOWS RESULTS. NEW
CHALLENGES APPEARED
IN THE FORM OF RAIDS BY
BCNU, A SHIFTING BARGAINING MANDATE, AND
AN INHOSPITABLE LABOUR
RELATIONS CLIMATE.
DESPITE ALL THIS, HSA IS
ABLE TO REPORT STEADY
FORWARD PROGRESS.

and the health authorities the opportunity to engage
in proper dialogue about what was needed to reach a
renewal agreement.
The collective agreement for the period 2012-2014
is a step in the right direction. We have improved oncall, protected the classification system while fashioning a redesign process with a fighting chance of
achieving a result, restored shift differentials, and negotiated personal harassment language. In addition
to a three per cent general wage increase, the work
week is extended from 36 to 37.5 hours per week,
providing for an additional 4.2 per cent increase for
full time employees. Where part-time schedules are
extended there will of course be an adjusting pay
increase as well. We are now scheduling meetings

Jeanne Meyers

with the health authorities to ensure that there is
strict compliance with the protections bargained for
members during the transition, including a prohibition against lay-off as a result of the transition.
Although we were unable to avoid accepting the
Pharmacare tie-in which was first accepted by the
Nurses Bargaining Association, establishing a bargaining precedent in health, we were able to ameliorate more of its effects than any other bargaining
unit. In addition to the delayed implementation and
a further three-month grace period we have established a further review process for members unable
Annual Report 2013
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WE HAVE ALWAYS
BEEN AWARE OF THE
MINISTRY OF HEALTH’S
PRESENCE AT THE
BARGAINING TABLE
BUT IT HAS NEVER
BEEN SO INVASIVE.

year of difficult negotiations. The agreement achieves
members’ key priorities including an across-theboard wage increase while protecting health and
welfare benefits. Highlights include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

3 per cent wage increase for all employees (2 per
cent upon ratification and 1 per cent April 1st)
improved scheduling provisions
improved grievance arbitration language
respectful workplace provisions
improved selection criteria provisions
elimination of a double probationary period for
casuals
protection for casuals in the event of retendering

Community Social Services Bargaining Association

to obtain Special Authorizations. We secured, as well,
the return of BlueNet direct pay card for prescriptions.
Nurses Bargaining Association

This agreement was ratified by the NBA despite the
resistance of HSA’s registered psychiatric nurses.
While the agreement is unremarkable in other aspects it unfortunately contained a Pharmacare tie-in
without any additional protections for members, as
well as a differential sick leave benefit for new nurses.
It does, however, provide a welcome three per cent
wage lift for our RPNs. As a feature of this collective
agreement is a return to a 37.5 hour work week, HSA
has dedicated two of our labour relations officers to
work with RPNs to facilitate the transition.

This tentative agreement was reached early on March
3, following a marathon 13-day bargaining session.
At the time of publication the ratification process
has not been completed. Members in this sector had
taken rotating strike action and managed to achieve
gains to their collective agreement in a hostile bargaining environment. Highlights of the agreement
include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Community Bargaining Association

The two-year agreement covers more than 14,000
workers in community health, and comes after one
Health Sciences Association
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•
•

wage increases for all employees
1.5 per cent on April 1, 2013
an extra 1 per cent wage increase for all step 1
employees on April 1, 2013
1.5 per cent on January 1, 2014
a labour market adjustment review
mileage increases to $0.45 per kilometre
meal allowance increases
employer paid criminal record check for continued employment;
improved coverage for hearing aids;
improved language for union rights and layoff
and recall.

A STRONG STIKE VOTE
RESULTED IN BRINGING
THE GOVERNMENT TO THE
TABLE BUT ITS OBJECTIVE
WAS CLEARLY TO BULLY
HEALTH SCIENCE PROFESSIONALS INTO AN AGREEMENT WHICH DID NOT
COME CLOSE TO PROVIDING
ANY RELIEF ON THE ISSUES.

in the labour relations caseload during 2012. Formal
file management is only one of the varied duties of
the labour relations officers who spend considerable
time in the field and advising stewards and members
on the full range of contract administration issues
that arise.
Consolidations

Our labour relations staff were active in various
consolidation initiatives during 2012 including pharmacy, biomedical engineering, and laboratory.
Restructuring

There was a steady number of section 54 matters
resulting from amalgamations and restructuring with
labour relations staff involved to minimize displacement.
Essential Services

LABOUR RELATIONS

Although we had four bargaining tables in play
through most of 2012 we brought on additional staff
to backfill labour relations officers given bargaining assignments. The union has been steadily growing and
the complexity of members’ issues has not lessened.

Our labour relations officers were inevitably drawn
into the essential service process. Designations had
not been reviewed comprehensively since 2004. The
last decade has seen enormous change in health care
delivery and review of the designations was a labour
intensive undertaking for stewards and their labour
relations officers.
DISABILITY MANAGEMENT

Collective Agreement Administration

Long Term Disability (LTD) Appeals

Our labour relations officers cover a wide variety of
issues in general servicing. If matters involve specialized issues in classifications or disability management
they are referred to the appropriate department.
However, scheduling, discipline and discharge, selections, and benefit entitlements were frequently found

With two full-time LTD advocates now in the
department, we have made steady progress over
the course of the past year and successfully brought
under control the backlog of LTD appeal files which
had accumulated. This backlog was the result of an
unexpected and sharp increase in LTD claim denials
Annual Report 2013
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and terminations by Great-West Life in 2011 and early 2012. The complexity of these files remains very
high, and our advocates regularly manage appeals
which involve members with co-morbid medical
conditions or, frequently, no definitive diagnosis. We
are pleased to advise that we continue to enjoy a very
high success rate on behalf of our members, with an
overall win rate of 93 per cent.
While the number of new LTD appeal files has
leveled off to a steady rate, we have seen a substantial jump in the number of LTD advice files we are
opening and tracking. These are ongoing situations
in which members who are on active LTD claims
are encountering challenges and difficulties with
their benefits either from Great-West Life or their
employer. Our advocates are increasingly involved
in these disputes because the issues are too complex
and without HSA’s advocacy members face a reduction to, or loss of, benefits.
The new health sector collective agreements
(health science professionals, nurses, and community health) all have new accommodation language
designed to assist members who are permanently
disabled from their own job and are either facing a
potential LTD claim, or are in the first 24 months of
their LTD claim. The intent of the Memorandum of
Agreement is to encourage employers to actively seek
out early and appropriate accommodation for those
members, in accordance with best disability management practices.
These new collective agreements also contain
improvements to the Early Retirement Incentive
Benefit (ERIB) provisions of the LTD plan for eligible
members. RPNs and community health employees
who are eligible for the ERIB now also have continued access to group extended health benefits until
age 65. Health science professionals covered under
the HSPBA collective agreement and who are eligible
for the ERIB have continued access to both group
extended health benefits and dental coverage.
Health Sciences Association
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Workers’ Compensation Board (WCB) Appeals

We experienced a 42 per cent increase in the number
of new WCB appeal files being opened during the
course of late 2011 through 2012. It is unclear what
is driving this trend, but we suspect a change in the
claims adjudication process at the Board is resulting
in more denials. However, with our WCB advocacy
team in place, the caseload is well under control and
in most capable hands. We are pleased to report an
overall success rate of 72 per cent.
Duty to Accommodate (DTA) and Return to Work
(RTW) Files - Complex

While this area started out 2012 with 52 files, as of
the writing of this report the active caseload has
jumped by 260 per cent to 133 files. HSA members
face a number of unique challenges including the
Lower Mainland consolidation of services which has
resulted in disputes over who has the accommodation obligation, as well as funding issues, and the
narrow scope of opportunities available for members
due to the specialized nature of HSA disciplines.
Enhanced Disability Management Program (EDMP)

In the most recent round of HSPBA bargaining,
HSPBA achieved $408,000 for implementation
of EDMP. Going forward we must determine the
number of regional representatives that we can allocate, and to which health authorities. In addition,
consideration must be given to how we will ensure
the EDMP is appropriately implemented, and union
advocacy provided, in health authorities which will
not have regional representation. Certainly we will
be looking to address the funding shortfall in the
next round of collective bargaining.

WITH TWO FULL-TIME LTD
ADVOCATES NOW IN THE
DEPARTMENT, WE HAVE
MADE STEADY PROGRESS
OVER THE COURSE OF
THE PAST YEAR AND
SUCCESSFULLY BROUGHT
UNDER CONTROL THE
BACKLOG OF LTD APPEAL
FILES WHICH HAD
ACCUMULATED.

Attendance and Wellness Program (AWP) Grievance

In 2012, HSA along with BCGEU, CUPE, HEU and
UFCW, filed a grievance against Vancouver Coastal
Health’s AWP. This grievance was aimed at addressing the punitive aspects of the program, specifically,
automatic denial of access to overtime, unilateral
reduction of FTE, and potentially unilateral termination of employment. The hearing took place in the
fall of 2012 before arbitrator Vince Ready. In his
decision of January 18, 2013, Mr. Ready advised he
took issue with various aspects of the AWP which he
found to be unreasonable and punitive, and which
ran afoul of the law. He ordered that the punitive aspects be eliminated from the AWP, that any employees who had been impacted by automatic overtime
bans or FTE reductions have those bans lifted and
FTE hours reinstated, and that the AWP literature be
revised to address the concerns and issues identified
in the award.

Influenza Control Policy Grievance

On October 12, 2012, HSA filed a grievance against
the HEABC and the health authorities with respect
to the mandatory flu shot policy announced in the
summer of 2012. The grievance challenged the new
policy on the basis that it contravened not only the
collective agreement, but also the Labour Relations
Code and the Human Rights Code, as well as the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms. Numerous
meetings took place between the union, HEABC and
the Ministry of Health. Ultimately, the day before
the new policy was to come into effect, the Ministry
of Health entered into an agreement with the health
sector unions that employers would continue to
adhere to the flu shot policy that was in effect prior
to August 2012, that employees would be encouraged
by both the union and their employer to obtain a flu
shot but that those who chose not to be vaccinated
would not be disciplined, and that the parties would
continue to discuss potential revisions over the
course of the next year in an effort to reach mutually
agreeable outcomes. This promise of consultation
was an empty promise and the union is advancing
the grievance to arbitration and seeking early dates in
order to have this matter resolved before flu season is
upon us this fall.
CLASSIFICATIONS
Pharmacists’ Rates

At the beginning of 2012 the routine work of the
classifications department was superseded by the
need to respond to the crisis amongst pharmacists
created by the ill-considered decision on health
sector employers to meet savings targets through a
downward adjustment of pharmacists’ wages. The
union immediately filed multiple grievances and
the classifications department was instrumental in
Annual Report 2013
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moving these matters forward. While the matter was
ultimately resolved in negotiations, the health authorities were forced to withdraw from their decision
to slash rates almost immediately, under tremendous
pressure from the union and the affected pharmacists.

WITH OUR WCB

JCC Policy Grievance

CAPABLE HANDS.

Following the collapse of the Joint Classification Committee in the fall of 2011 the union initiated a grievance which was unusual in nature. Alleging a fundamental breach of the bargain struck in negotiations
in late 2010, by which interim classification modifications could be implemented while the Joint Classification Committee was undergoing a significant inquiry
into classification modernization, the union swiftly
moved the matter before arbitrator John Hall and
successfully obtained an interim injunction prohibiting the employers from making classification changes
based on the interim classifications Memorandum of
Understanding. This prohibition was negotiated into
the subsequent collective agreement, ratified March 6.
2013. The classification system remains intact and the
parties will continue to engage in a system review but
with the assistance of a seasoned classification arbitrator to lend guidance.

WE ARE PLEASED TO

Social worker/SPO policy grievance

In June 2012 the union was able to resolve 135 outstanding grievances to define the wage rate differential between the classification of social worker and
social program officer. The implementation continues.
Other grievance activity

In 2012 the number of grievances coming into the
classification department more than doubled. While
Health Sciences Association
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ADVOCACY TEAM IN
PLACE, THE CASELOAD
IS WELL UNDER CONTROL AND IN MOST

REPORT AN OVERALL
SUCCESS RATE
OF 72 PER CENT.

consolidation and restructuring contributed to this
substantial increase, many classification disputes
involved a failure to apply the operating instructions
and provisions of the classification system. Others
related to qualification differentials. Still others involved claims for additional procedures and clinical
specialist. We are pleased to be able to report that our
win-loss record in this area is notable. Of the files
that the classification department took forward in
2012 only one case was unsuccessful, and complete
wins prevailed over partial wins by almost a two-toone margin.
LEGAL

In 2012, 29 cases went to hearing. They included a
range of disputes including discipline and discharge,
college complaints, contracting-in, leave provisions
(marriage, special, sick), incorrect pay, selection, accommodation, classification related and scheduling.
Over 90 per cent of our legal matters were successful,

an impressive win-loss record for our legal department. There were other significant legal challenges
involving bargaining and related disputes, including a raid by BCNU which is the subject of ongoing
litigation.
In summary, while we continue to achieve success
in challenging times, the challenges are greater than
at any time in the past and the hard-fought successes
achieved by an excellent and committed staff are all
the more rewarding.
2013

Respectfully submitted,
Jeanne Meyers, Executive Director,
Legal Services and Labour Relations
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REPORT OF THE DIRECTOR 0F
HUMAN RESOURCES AND OPERATIONS

Efficient operations mean
better service for members
HSA is fortunate to have an outstanding group of
labour relations, legal and communications experts
who work every day to represent the interests of our
17,000 members. Less visible to you is the team of
administrative, finance and technology professionals
who support this work. Their job is to both identify
and implement operational systems that make the
union’s work more effective and efficient.
These systems not only improve service, they save
money – money that can be reallocated to services
ranging from labour relations and legal support to
member education and campaigns. I am very proud
to report that since 2008, HSA has reduced its operations spending from 20 per cent of the overall HSA
budget to just 14 per cent.
Last convention, I reported to you that our current office space was no longer functional and we
were looking to acquire new space. After a lengthy
process that included a needs assessment of our current and future space requirements and a Request for
Information (RFI) from developers, HSA announced
last fall that we are building a new office building at
the Brewery District site in New Westminster.
HSA has been short on space almost from the
moment we moved to Joyce Street back in 1998.
Since then, we’ve renovated, reconfigured and
doubled-up to make do. But it hasn’t been enough.
The needs assessment determined that HSA needs
Health Sciences Association
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a minimum of 25,000 square feet to be functional.
Our current space is 16,000 square feet.
The new office at the Brewery District will be a
stand-alone building that the union will own freehold, and will design to meet our specific needs. The
building will feature 21,000 square feet of office and
meeting space on the main floor and an additional
6,047 square feet on the second floor that will be used
for member training, conferences and meetings. This
design allows us to have all HSA staff on the same
floor, improving opportunities for collaboration,
mentoring and information sharing. It also significantly increases and enhances the space we use for
member education and meetings. Furthermore, the
construction allows for an additional 9,703 square
feet of space should we need it in the future. The office is located in a central location close to Skytrain
and easily accessed from both the highway and
airport, making member travel to and from the office
straightforward and affordable. Those of you who
have visited our current location will also be pleased
to learn that the new office will include more parking
spaces that are more easily accessed.
While we are early in the design stages, HSA is
committed to a more flexible use of space – that is
office design that can change and evolve with our
needs without incurring significant costs. We are also
looking at a number of design initiatives that will put

I AM VERY PROUD
TO REPORT THAT
SINCE 2008, HSA
HAS REDUCED ITS
OPERATIONS SPENDING FROM 20 PER
CENT OF THE
OVERALL HSA
BUDGET TO JUST
14 PER CENT.

us in good standing for LEED certification.
The budget for the new building is $17.7 million.
The HSA Board of Directors, in consultation with the
union’s Finance Committee and senior staff, has developed a financial plan for the building that allows us to
acquire this space without any reduction in member
services. HSA has an excellent track record of prudent
financial management that has allowed us to significantly grow the value of our real estate asset. Members
can be confident that the same prudent approach will
guide us through the acquisition of our new space.
Numerous resolutions to convention have called
to HSA to find ways to reduce our environmental
footprint. One of the ways we’re accomplishing this
is by offering members the opportunity to receive
most of their union information electronically and
the introduction of online registration for union
events. Internally, we constantly strive to reduce our

Rebecca Maurer

dependence on paper through initiatives like the
recent digitization of the materials required to run
our board meetings. Historically, these materials
were produced in hard copy format, a process that
consumed over 25,000 sheets of paper per year, and
required significant administrative resources. By
converting to tablet technology, we now conduct our
board meetings digitally. This has produced significant efficiencies, completely eliminating copy output,
and greatly reducing administrative support required
for preparation.
Another initiative we continue to work on is
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enhanced access to technology for stewards and activists who are engaged in union business. This work
demands simple and secure ways of communicating
via e-mail and the means to author and store union
documents in digital format. Ideally, such a system
will also enable mobility by providing synchronization to mobile phones and tablets.
The challenges we face in building a system like
this is ensuring it meets the functional and usability
expectations of our stewards, but balances the security and privacy needs of the union. Additionally,
we must also find a cost effective way of supporting
members who are using the system. We will continue to make this a top priority and will continue to
report to you on our progress.
We are excited to report on completion of the
scheduled three-year project to co-locate our computer network to Calgary. This project, as previously
reported, is part of our strategic partnership with
TELUS to reduce costs and mitigate the risks of
housing our technology infrastructure locally and is
designed to meet our operational requirements for
the next decade. Work on this project was completed
within the expected timeline and associated costs
were on budget.
This year, HSA welcomed a number of new staff
members to our organization. With several senior
staff approaching retirement age, we are focused on
recruiting the most skilled and capable practitioners in the industry ready to take on the challenges
that lie ahead. These individuals have joined an
extraordinary staff team who generously share their
experience, knowledge and wisdom while giving one
hundred percent to the daily task of representing
you, the members. As always, it has been a pleasure and an inspiration working with this wonderful
group of people.
2013

Rebecca Maurer
Director of Human Resources and Operations
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HSA HAS AN EXCELLENT
TRACK RECORD OF
PRUDENT FINANCIAL
MANAGEMENT THAT HAS
ALLOWED US TO SIGNIFICANTLY GROW THE VALUE
OF OUR REAL ESTATE
ASSET. MEMBERS CAN BE
CONFIDENT THAT THE SAME
PRUDENT APPROACH WILL
GUIDE US THROUGH THE
ACQUISITION OF OUR NEW
SPACE.

Christina Haessig, medical laboratory technologist
in cytogenetics, Vancouver General Hospital

ELECTIONS

PRESIDENTIAL ELECTION 2013
The President of the Health Sciences Association is elected by delegates at annual
convention in odd-numbered years. Members are encouraged to seek nomination
and to run for the position of president. Nominations are open until the balloting
procedure commences at the convention.
The Annual Report prints statements and photographs of candidates submitted
prior to the March 1 deadline publicized in December. For more information, talk to
your steward, or contact the HSA office at 1-800-663-2017 or 604-439-0994.
Statements and photos provided by the candidates are presented on the following
pages in random order as determined by draw.
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PRESIDENTIAL ELECTION 2013

Reid Johnson
It’s hard to grasp that it’s been six years since I was
first elected President of HSA. With your support
and encouragement, I am honoured to again offer
myself as a candidate for President.
My goals were to increase the profile of our members, increase our influence with decision-makers,
amplify our voice in the labour movement and improve the services to our members. With the help of
members and staff, we have achieved great progress
in all these areas.
Since 2007, HSA has had hundreds of TV, radio
and print media interviews and articles – a sample
of which is available at hsabc.org. HSA sits on the
Board of the Canadian Breast Cancer Foundation. I
have chaired the Health Human Resources group of

the CBCF 2020 Task Force to end breast cancer by
2020. Through that involvement, I sat on the human
resource subcommittee of the Ministry of Health’s
Breast Health Committee. I also sit on the Technology Education and Careers Council and the advisory
council of the BC Agenda for Shared Prosperity.
HSA’s broader public profile has grown tremendously
over these six years.
During Bill 29 settlement negotiations, I pushed
for regular meetings with health authorities and the
government. We now have mandated face-to-face
meetings with all health authorities and the Ministry of Health. I have met with the Premier, cabinet
ministers, MLAs and senior ministry staff. Our voice
is being heard in Victoria. We are starting to see the
fruit of this developing influence.
In 2007, I started regular semi-annual meetings
with the HSA members’ professional associations. I
am a vice-president of the BC Federation of Labour
and its finance committee and constitutional committee chair. As a board member of our National
Union, I helped bring needed changes to CLC raiding language, despite fierce opposition from outside
NUPGE. HSA is counted on for leadership and our
voice is flowing through these organizations.
I have participated in almost 100 chapter and
steward meetings from Fort St. John to White Rock,
from Campbell River to Cranbrook. I have advocated
for increased member services and programs while
reducing the cost of operations and governance.
We have withstood the challenges of a government bent on devaluing public services and expanding privatization in a harsh climate of public policy
and negotiations. Better times are on the horizon. I
appreciate your support as we continue to build on
our achievements and meet these challenges together.
Reid Johnson,
President
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PRESIDENTIAL ELECTION 2013

Ali Rirash
My name is Ali Rirash. I was born and raised in Somalia, East Africa. I moved to Canada in 1993 as a refugee
from this war torn nation. I studied medical laboratory
technology at St. Claire College at Windsor, Ontario
and graduated in June 1998. I also completed a Bachelor of Science at University of Windsor.
I worked at the following institutions: Detroit Medical Centre, King Faisal Specialist Hospital and Research
Centre in Saudi Arabia, Westman Lab in Brandon,
Manitoba, Diagnostic Services of Manitoba at St.
Boniface Hospital in Winnipeg, and since July 2009 at
Victoria General Hospital in Victoria.
While most of the jobs I had were union, I didn’t
have direct involvement in organized labour. But we
are at a turning point in history for organized labour.
Health Sciences Association
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Never before in our short history have unions been so
marginalized. Just look back at the hostile policy that
federal government has imposed since the last election
in 2011.
Back to work legislation for Canada Post employees
even before they started striking, and similar treatment
for Air Canada pilots and other employees. Bill C-377
is a way to handicap union involvement and organization – it’s a way to monitor how and where we spent our
membership money. The ultimate insult to injury was
bringing 200 Chinese employee to work at HD Mining
in Tumbler Ridge.
It is not a coincidence that finally globalization and
privatization are reaching our shores and we’re not safe.
To confront this attack on working people we have to be
more proactive rather than reactive to the neoconservatives’ hostile policy.
The Way Out is to reinforce our organization and
change the way we run things.
• Ensure the federal government reforms the financial
system and the wealth creation process to benefit the
working class – not just big banks. For instance, the
Bank of Canada’s interest rate has been frozen at one
per cent for the last four years but banks have been
charging 19 per cent and more for credit cards.
• Stop austerity – layoffs, tax increases, and public
utility sales.
• Encourage union amalgamation in BC.
• International solidarity – boycotting all the cheap
products made by slave labourers.
• Protecting rights of temporary foreign workers here
at home.
It’s easy to promise something rather than doing it, but
with your support I hope we can achieve these objectives and improve the living conditions of our members,
in the country and around the world.
Let’s fight for real change not loose change!
In solidarity,
Ali Rirash B.Sc. MLT (CSMLS) , MT (ASCP)

Dean Elbe. pharmacist at Children and
Women’s Hospital in Vancouver

RESOLUTIONS

REPORT OF THE RESOLUTIONS COMMITTEE

Your Resolutions Committee (L-R) back row: Sheila Anderson, Tim Darvell, Rick Lascelle, Tammy Cranston, Erna Beunder, Erna Erwin, Bruce MacDonald. Front row: Trish Holm, Anithia Felix, Val Avery, Gwen
Derosa, Neelam Mann.

On behalf of the Resolutions Committee I would
like to welcome delegates to the 2013 HSA Convention. As dedicated health care and social services
professionals we take on one more responsibility,
that of setting the future direction for our union in
the coming year by debating and voting on resolutions presented to you, the convention delegates.
The HSA constitution states (Article 7, Section
4(a)): “Members of the Union may bring matters
before a Convention for consideration by means
of resolutions submitted to, and approved by, their
Chapter. These resolutions may include proposed
Constitutional changes or policy matters.”
This year the deadline for the receipt of resolutions in the HSA office was February 12, 2013. Of
the 47 resolutions received by deadline, one was
forwarded directly to the Board of Directors as it
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was simply an approval for a change of name for a
chapter; one resolution related to bargaining of collective agreements and was refused for annual convention but placed in the file for the next Bargaining
Proposal Conference for the Health Science Professionals Bargaining Association. One additional
resolution was received after deadline and although
refused for being late we were able to notify the chapter that a similar resolution had been received from
another chapter and therefore their matter would be
discussed at this convention.
The Resolutions Committee is comprised of the
vice president (chair of the committee) and ten other
members who are elected members at large from
their regions. This committee is mandated by the
HSA constitution to make recommendations to the
convention on all resolutions.

The first meeting of the Resolutions Committee
took place in November 2012 when all the members
were delegates to the BC Federation of Labour biennial convention. The members were able to compare and contrast not only the resolutions practice
but also the entire conduct of the BC Federation of
Labour convention as opposed to our own HSA convention. We spent some time discussing what constitutes a good resolution and challenged the members
to go back to their chapters and assist their members
in writing comprehensive resolutions for this HSA
convention.
The Resolutions Committee gathered together
again in February 2013 and went to work on categorizing, numbering and debating the resolutions that
had been received for this HSA convention. For each
resolution the committee must consider the following factors:
•
•
•
•
•

Is the intent of the resolution clearly stated?
What are the implications of the resolution?
What are the financial implications of the
resolution?
Is the request something that HSA can
reasonably accomplish?
Does the resolution support current policy and
strategic directions?

the resolutions to the convention floor, but which
is subject to amendment by the delegates. Each
delegate to convention is entitled to one vote on each
resolution. For those resolutions which change the
HSA constitution a vote of two thirds of the delegates
is required; all other resolutions require a simple
majority of the delegate votes in order to pass. All
resolutions which are adopted will take effect upon
the adjournment of the convention unless otherwise
specified in the resolution.
I’d like to thank all the members of the Resolutions
Committee for the time and consideration they have
put into carrying out their mandate. Also, thanks
to the staff who supported us: Rebecca Maurer and
Rosemary DeYagher. The committee looks forward
to presenting the resolutions to the 2013 convention
delegates.
2013

Respectfully submitted,
Val Avery, Chair

There is often considerable debate regarding each
resolution and on many occasions research is done
on the topic of the resolution to ensure that all factors have been considered. With all opinions thoroughly canvassed the committee members then vote
to recommend “concurrence” or “non-concurrence”
to the convention delegates. The final step is then to
write a rationale which supports the recommendation of the committee and which will be read to the
delegates at convention.
The Resolutions Committee also has the responsibility to determine the order of presentation of
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Resolutions
1. COMMUNICATIONS

2. COMMUNICATIONS

WHEREAS: Health Sciences Association of BC
(HSA) membership voting is required for strike
votes and contract ratification votes; and

WHEREAS: One of the best ways to convey information to a large number of people is on the internet; and

WHEREAS: Accomplishing this task requires a
huge commitment of time and resources on the
part of HSA stewards and HSA staff in arranging
meeting locations, conducting the vote, counting
the ballots and submitting results to the HSA head
office; and
WHEREAS: There are electronic options available
for the purpose of voting that are used by other
unions.
THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED: That the Health
Sciences Association of BC (HSA) investigate the
use of electronic voting and report back to the 2014
Convention.

WHEREAS: The union is encouraging its members
to get information and be informed by going to the
union website; and
WHEREAS: Some chapters are comprised of many
sites over large geographic areas.
THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED: That INDIVIDUAL
CHAPTERS BE ENCOURAGED TO CONSULT WITH THE
HEALTH SCIENCES ASSOCIATION OF BC (HSA) COMMUNICATIONS DEPARTMENT ON WAYS TO IMPROVE
COMMUNICATION TO THEIR MEMBERS.

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED: That INDIVIDUAL
CHAPTERS WISHING TO CREATE THEIR OWN WEB
PAGES AT THEIR OWN EXPENSE BE PERMITTED TO LINK
TO THE HSA WEBSITE.

SUBMITTED BY: Campbell River Hospital
Committee Recommendation: Non-concurrence
______ Concurrence
______ Non-concurrence
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SUBMITTED BY: Surrey Memorial Hospital
Committee Recommendation:
Concurrance as amended
______ Concurrence
______ Non-concurrence

CONSTITUTION

3. COMMUNICATIONS

5. COMMUNICATIONS

WHEREAS: The scope of practice for many Health
Sciences Association of BC (HSA) member professions is not well understood by the general public.

WHEREAS: Currently there is no Health Sciences Association of BC (HSA) standing committee
charged with raising awareness about the various
health professions represented by HSA; and

THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED: That the Health
Sciences Association of BC (HSA) undertake an
updated campaign aimed at informing the general
public about the scope of work encompassed by the
professions represented by HSA, for example, the allied health staff roles in residential care.
Submitted by: St. Vincent’s Langara
Committee Recommendation: Concurrence
______ Concurrence
______ Non-concurrence
4. COMMUNICATIONS

WHEREAS: Health Sciences Association of BC
(HSA) health science professionals perform essential,
varied and highly valued services; and
WHEREAS: The current provincial government has
indicated that it does not feel that HSA professional
support is valuable for elections; and
WHEREAS: The public remains largely unaware of
the duties and the education of health science professionals (being that they still relate to “nurses and
doctors”).
THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED: That the Health
Sciences Association of BC (HSA) immediately
increase its monetary investment in media coverage
and public education of our various health science
professions.
SUBMITTED BY: Penticton Regional Hospital
Committee Recommendation: Non-concurrence
______ Concurrence
______ Non-concurrence

WHEREAS: There is little public awareness about the
changes impacting their roles and working conditions in the complex modern health care system.
THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED: That Health Sciences Association of BC (HSA) form a Public Awareness Standing Committee to co-ordinate ongoing
public education campaigns.
SUBMITTED BY: St. Vincent’s Langara
Committee Recommendation: Non-concurrence
______ Concurrence
______ Non-concurrence
6. CONSTITUTION

WHEREAS: The annual Health Sciences Association of BC (HSA) Convention has become a major
expense for the organization, consuming, as of 2013,
approximately 5 per cent of the overall budget; and
WHEREAS: Convention takes a good deal of staff
time for preparation and organization; and
WHEREAS: There are less expensive regional options that could give members increased input into
governing the union; and
WHEREAS: Many HSA members have requested
that HSA increase its resources for member servicing.
THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED: That Health Sciences Association of BC (HSA) henceforth have a
convention every two years, starting in 2013, to be
held in every odd numbered year; and
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RESOLUTIONS - CONSTITUTION
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED: That all necessary
changes to the constitution be made to accommodate the change to a biennial convention; and
BE IT FINALLY RESOLVED: That the funds saved
will be redirected to member servicing, and the annual budget as reported to its members shall reflect
this transfer of funds.
SUBMITTED BY: Royal Columbian Hospital
Committee Recommendation: Concurrence
WITHDRAWN BY SUBMITTING CHAPTER

7. CONSTITUTION

WHEREAS: The position of Vice President and
Secretary-Treasurer are currently elected by the
Board of Directors; and
WHEREAS: These positions arguably have the
most accountability to Health Sciences Association
of BC (HSA) members; and
WHEREAS: Every HSA member has the right to
participate in the democratic processes of the union
as outlined in our constitution.
THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED: That a constitutional change be made that strengthens democracy
of our union by electing the Vice President and
Secretary-Treasurer by delegates at convention, not
just the board members.
SUBMITTED BY: Golden and District
General Hospital
Committee Recommendation: Non-concurrence
______ Concurrence
______ Non-concurrence

significant amount of information; and
WHEREAS: There have been changes to local agreements; and
WHEREAS: There have been changes to the general
agreements; and
WHEREAS: Training sessions are costly; and
WHEREAS: It is difficult for members to take time
away from work to attend workshops.
THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED: That online
tutorial training be offered to assist members to
understand the collective agreements that the Health
Science Association of BC (HSA) covers.
SUBMITTED BY: South Okanagan Women in Need
Society (SOWINS)
Committee Recommendation: Concurrence
______ Concurrence
______ Non-concurrence
9.

EDUCATION

WHEREAS: Access to training for many members
is difficult due to the time needed to be away from
families; and
WHEREAS: More members would have access to
training; and
WHEREAS: Travel costs are expensive for members
outside the Lower Mainland.
THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED: That THE HEALTH
SCIENCES ASSOCIATION OF BC (HSA) EXPLORE OFFERING

regional workshops FOR STEWARDS, SUCH AS

ADVANCED STEWARD TRAINING AND OCCUPATIONAL

8. EDUCATION

WHEREAS: The collective agreement includes a
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HEALTH AND SAFETY TRAINING

throughout the province.

in communities

EQUALITY AND SOCIAL ACTION

SUBMITTED BY: South Okanagan
Women in Need (SOWINS)
Committee Recommendation: Concurrence as
amended
______ Concurrence
______ Non-concurrence
10. ENVIRONMENT

WHEREAS: Conventional paper-based mailouts to
members involve excessive environmental waste and
financial cost to the union.
THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED: That all Health
Science Association of BC (HSA) communications to
members be sent electronically unless paper correspondence is specifically requested by the individual
member.
SUBMITTED BY: St. Vincent’s Langara
Committee Recommendation: Non-concurrence
______ Concurrence
______ Non-concurrence
11. EQUALITY AND SOCIAL ACTION

WHEREAS: The Health Sciences Association of BC
(HSA) represents members who provide services
to women and their children who are homeless as
a result of poverty, violence and lack of affordable
housing; and
WHEREAS: Women with children are the fastest
growing demographic within the homeless population; and
WHEREAS: The needs of homeless women and
their children are not always well understood or addressed due to stereotypes regarding homelessness.
THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED: That the Health
Sciences Association of BC (HSA), through the BC
Federation of Labour (BCFL), lobby the provincial

government for an increase in the stock of affordable
housing available for women and children; and
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED: That HSA, through
the BCFL, continue to lobby for increased funding
for programs serving women and their children who
are experiencing poverty, violence and homelessness.
SUBMITTED BY: Comox Valley Transition Society
Committee Recommendation: Concurrence
______ Concurrence
______ Non-concurrence
12. EQUALITY AND SOCIAL ACTION

WHEREAS: The Health Sciences Association of BC
(HSA) has a duty to serve HSA members; and
WHEREAS: HSA members should benefit from
philanthropic activities; and
WHEREAS: It is imperative for the HSA board and
committees to use member dues responsibly.
THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED: That Health Sciences Association of BC donate to causes directly
impacting British Columbians and to organizations
in which the majority of the funding remains in the
province; and
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED: That a maximum of
$25,000 is donated yearly; and
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED: That donations to
charities and organizations occur only if said organizations have administrative costs of less than 20 per
cent.
BE IT FINALLY RESOLVED: That all necessary
changes to the constitution shall be made to accommodate the change in donation policies.
SUBMITTED BY: Royal Columbian Hospital
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Committee Recommendation: Non-concurrence
______ Concurrence
______ Non-concurrence
13. FINANCE

WHEREAS: Under Article 7, Sec 2 (c) of the
Health Sciences Association of British Columbia
(HSA) Constitution, the Board of Directors recommends the appointment of the union’s auditor to the
annual convention which appoints the same;
THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED: that Meyers
Norris Penny LLP be confirmed as the union’s auditor until the year 2014 annual convention.

lowed still by a drive home from their nearest airport.
THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED: That the Health
Sciences Association of BC (HSA) change their overnight stay policy from a 10:00 pm return home time
to a more reasonable time of 9:00 pm.
SUBMITTED BY: Chetwynd General Hospital
Committee Recommendation: Non-concurrence
______ Concurrence
______ Non-concurrence
15. FINANCE

WHEREAS: It is often difficult to recruit and retain
stewards; and

SUBMITTED BY: Board of Directors
Committee Recommendation: Concurrence
______ Concurrence
______ Non-concurrence

WHEREAS: Members expect a high level of communication and support from stewards; and

14. FINANCE

WHEREAS: Stewards volunteer their personal time
off, vacation and work time to meet the demands of
union business.

WHEREAS: The current Health Sciences Association of BC (HSA) policy regarding overnight accommodation states if you can return home before
10:00 pm HSA will not cover the expense of an
overnight stay; and
WHEREAS: 10:00 pm is a time throughout BC,
year round when it is dark and therefore more difficult driving conditions are present; and
WHEREAS: HSA events are attended by stewards
and members volunteering and committing a portion of their personal time to HSA and their safety,
comfort and quality of life is important to the HSA
executive; and
WHEREAS: Many HSA events begin at 8:00 or 9:00
am, making for a potentially long 12-13 hour day,
involving attending an event, followed often by air
travel home and to many rural members that is folHealth Sciences Association
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THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED: That the Health
Sciences Association of BC (HSA) provide stewards
with reasonable paid time to perform their duties,
such as organizing and conducting steward and general chapter meetings.
SUBMITTED BY: University Hospital of Northern
British Columbia
Committee Recommendation: Non-concurrence
______ Concurrence
______ Non-concurrence
16. FINANCE

WHEREAS: All Health Sciences Association of BC
(HSA) members contribute union dues of which a
percentage is allocated to the Defense Fund; and
WHEREAS: Not all HSA members are designated

GENERAL
essential during job action; and

18. FINANCE

WHEREAS: During recent job action HSA members designated as non-essential did not receive any
monetary compensation for lost wages.

WHEREAS: Other unions (British Columbia Nurses’ Union (BCNU)) in the health care sector do not
collect dues off severance payout upon retirement.

THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED: That the Health
Science Association of BC provide job action pay to
members designated non-essential regardless of the
length of job action.

THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED: That the Health
Sciences Association of BC (HSA) not collect dues
from severance upon retirement.

Submitted by: Trail Chapter
Committee Recommendation: Non-concurrence
______ Concurrence
______ Non-concurrence

SUBMITTED BY: Vancouver General Hospital
Committee Recommendation: Non-Concurrence
______ Concurrence
______ Non-concurrence
19. FINANCE

17. FINANCE

WHEREAS: Health Sciences Association of BC
(HSA) members contribute 1.6 per cent in union
dues and other unions such as the British Columbia
Nurses’ Union (BCNU) contribute 2.0 per cent in
union dues; and

WHEREAS: Some Health Sciences Association of
BC (HSA) chapters contain multiple sites separated
by distances up to 25 km; and
WHEREAS: Chapter meetings are not accessible by
all members in these multiple-site chapters.

WHEREAS: HSA members’ issues have increased
in complexity, there have been numerous consolidations, reorganizations and changes in health care
which require more HSA staffing resources; and

THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED: That the Health
Sciences Association of BC (HSA) allow for paid
union leave for members to attend chapter meetings
25km or more from their worksite; and

WHEREAS: Other health sector unions have had
to charge a higher percentage (2 per cent) to their
membership to provide the same level of service.

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED: That HSA members
receive mileage reimbursement to attend these meetings.

THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED: That the Health
Sciences Association of BC (HSA) increase union
dues from 1.6 per cent to 1.8 per cent to provide an
even better service level than is currently provided to
the members.

SUBMITTED BY: Sechelt Chapter
Committee Recommendation: Non-concurrence
______ Concurrence
______ Non-concurrence

SUBMITTED BY: Vancouver General Hospital
Committee Recommendation: Non-concurrence
______ Concurrence
______ Non-concurrence

20. GENERAL

WHEREAS: In the past Health Sciences Association
of BC (HSA) has provided alcohol free of charge at
HSA sponsored events such as the wine and cheese
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RESOLUTIONS - GENERAL
reception and dinner reception at the HSA annual
convention; and
WHEREAS: HSA hosted a meet and greet with
Members of the Legislative Assembly (MLAs) in
Victoria in April 2012 which included alcohol free
of charge; and
WHEREAS: It is common practice to provide alcohol free of charge when an organization hosts an
event such as a meet and greet with MLAs.
THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED: That Health
Sciences Association of BC (HSA) reinstate a policy
that allows the serving of alcohol free of charge at
HSA sponsored events.
Submitted by: Trail Chapter
Committee Recommendation: Non-concurrence
______ Concurrence
______ Non-concurrence

Sciences Association of BC (HSA) dues be allowed
to purchase alcohol for certain special and specific
events, especially when government officials or outside groups are being lobbied or hosted.
SUBMITTED BY: Penticton Regional Hospital
Committee Recommendation: Concurrence
______ Concurrence
______ Non-concurrence
22. GOVERNANCE

WHEREAS: At the 2012 Health Sciences Association
of BC (HSA) annual convention delegates debated
the resolution of going to a biennial convention; and
WHEREAS: the estimated cost of the Convention is
approximately $600,000; and

21. GENERAL

WHEREAS: The union needs to be fiscally responsible to its members and many rank and file members do not see the direct benefits of convention as
they are unable to attend.

WHEREAS: Many organizations compete for the
attention of government representatives; and

SCIENCES ASSOCIATION OF BC (HSA)

WHEREAS: It may be difficult to engage government representatives; and

THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED: That the HEALTH
board prepare a
business case for the 2014 annual convention so the
delegates may debate the merits of a biennial convention; and

WHEREAS: Alcohol served at Health Sciences
Association of BC (HSA) sponsored functions may
make it easier or appealing to engage with such officials; and

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED: That the business
case be presented to the membership at least 30 days
in advance of the call for CONVENTION resolutions for
2014.

WHEREAS: The alcohol ban has created challenges
for HSA organizers to attract government representatives to information sessions; and

SUBMITTED BY: Kelowna General Hospital
Committee Recommendation: Concurrence as
amended
______ Concurrence
______ Non-concurrence

WHEREAS: Last year’s resolution passed that alcohol cannot be purchased with HSA dues
THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED: That Health
Health Sciences Association
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GOVERNANCE
23. GOVERNANCE

WHEREAS: The debate on resolutions is a very important part of convention and running out of time
to cover all resolutions does happen on occasion; and
WHEREAS: This proposed resolution WOULD
MINIMIZE THE TIME SPENT DEBATING A RESOLUTION
BY ALLOWING THE QUESTION TO BE CALLED IF NO
DELEGATE WISHED TO EXPRESS OPPOSITION TO THE
RESOLUTION OR PROPOSE AN AMENDMENT; AND

WHEREAS: MICROPHONES ON THE FLOOR OF CONVENTION COULD BE LABELED “PRO” TO SPEAK IN
FAVOUR OF THE RESOLUTIONS COMMITTEE’S RECOMMENDATION OR “CON” TO SPEAK AGAINST THE COM-

WHEREAS: The new Canadian Auto Workers –
Communication, Energy and Paperworkers (CAWCEP) merged union is exploring new ways of organizing so that individuals can join a union.
THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED: That the Health
Sciences Association of BC (HSA) investigate allowing health science professionals in non-union
workplaces to join HSA and report back to the membership prior to the deadline for resolutions to the
2014 HSA Convention.
SUBMITTED BY: Holy Family Hospital
Committee Recommendation: Non-concurrence
______ Concurrence
______ Non-concurrence

MITTEE’S RECOMMENDATION.

THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED: THAT THE SPONSOR CHAPTER OF A RESOLUTION TO THE HEALTH
SCIENCES ASSOCIATION (HSA) ANNUAL CONVENTION
WOULD BE GIVEN THE OPPORTUNITY TO SPEAK FIRST

25. GOVERNANCE

WHEREAS: The Health Sciences Association of BC
(HSA) president represents and is the public voice
and face of all HSA members; and

TO THEIR RESOLUTION; AND

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED: That HSA amend the
ANNUAL CONVENTION RULES OF ORDER to implement “PRO” AND “CON” MICROPHONES FOR the 2014
convention.
SUBMITTED BY: Hudson’s Hope Health Centre
Committee Recommendation: Concurrence as
amended
______ Concurrence
______ Non-concurrence
24. GOVERNANCE

WHEREAS: There are health science professionals (HSPs) who work in non-union workplaces and
recognize the importance and value of unions; and
WHEREAS: The labour movement places a high
priority on organizing unorganized workers; and

WHEREAS: The regional director position is voted
on by all members within a region; and
WHEREAS: Lack of direct involvement by many
members has led to disengagement in general.
THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED: That all Health
Sciences Association of BC (HSA) members be
polled/referendum by email or mail out as to the
question of whether or not the present process of
CONVENTION DELEGATES electing the HSA president
be retained or the process be changed so that all HSA
members vote for the position of HSA president by
email or mail out.
SUBMITTED BY: Royal Jubilee Hospital
Committee Recommendation: Concurrence as
amended
______ Concurrence
______ Non-concurrence
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26. HEALTH HUMAN RESOURCES

WHEREAS: There is presently a shortage in some
health care professions, e.g. physiotherapy and this
is expected to increase in the future; and
WHEREAS: There are qualified health care professions from outside Canada who could be recruited
to fill existing and future positions.
THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED: That the Health
Sciences Association of BC (HSA) lobby appropriate federal and provincial ministries to financially
assist INTERNATIONALLY EDUCATED HEALTH CARE
PROFESSIONALS seeking Canadian credentialing.
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED: That HSA work
with various health care professional bodies to expedite the credentialing and examination of internationally educated health care professionals.
SUBMITTED BY: Holy Family Hospital
Committee Recommendation: Non-concurrence
______ Concurrence
______ Non-concurrence
27. HEALTH HUMAN RESOURCES

WHEREAS: There is presently a shortage in many
health care professions, eg physiotherapy and this is
expected to worsen in the future; and
WHEREAS: Universities and colleges are not training enough allied health care professionals to meet
the increasing need.
THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED: That the Health
Sciences Association of BC (HSA) CONTINUE TO
lobby provincial government agencies, including the
Ministry of Advanced Education, to increase enrollment in educational institutions to meet the increasing demand for allied health care professionals.
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SUBMITTED BY: Holy Family Hospital
Committee Recommendation: Concurrence as
amended
______ Concurrence
______ Non-concurrence
28. HEALTH HUMAN RESOURCES

WHEREAS: There is a need for more trained health
science professionals; and
WHEREAS: Recruitment and retention of health
care professionals is desired; and
WHEREAS: The workload is great and the workforce is limited; and
WHEREAS: There is a great and continuing need for
practicum teaching sites;
THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED: That the Health
Sciences Association of BC (HSA) continue to promote the various job classifications of its members to
help grow the workforce; and
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED: That HSA help to
raise awareness that its members provide education
as clinical liaisons to help grow the health science
professionals workforce; and
BE IT FINALLY RESOLVED: That HSA investigate
ways to assist the growth of the health science professionals workforce WITH THE AID OF PROFESSIONAL
ASSOCIATIONS AND GOVERNING BODIES by helping to
promote awareness of the need for clinical site teaching
facilities and by lobbying the provincial government for
adequate funding and staffing to help meet these needs.
SUBMITTED BY: Penticton Regional Hospital
Committee Recommendation: Concurrence as
amended
______ Concurrence
______ Non-concurrence

HEALTH SERVICES

29. HEALTH HUMAN RESOURCES

WHEREAS: Health science professionals (HSPs) are
expected to remain current with professional practice; and
WHEREAS: Budgetary restraints have forced some
health authorities to prioritize nursing education
over that of HSPs.
THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED: That the Health
Sciences Association of BC lobby employers to
increase access to education opportunities for Health
science professionals (HSPs)
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED: That HSA lobby
employers to distribute education funding equally
across professions.
SUBMITTED BY: Sechelt Chapter
Committee Recommendation: Concurrence
______ Concurrence
______ Non-concurrence
30. HEALTH SERVICES

WHEREAS: Research has shown that providing
intervention services to children with special needs
in their early developmental stages improves their
developmental outcomes; and
WHEREAS: Research has shown that investing time
and money in early intervention for children is cost
effective in the long term; and
WHEREAS: Children under five years of age are
waiting up to two years to receive early intervention
services therefore hindering the child’s development.
THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED: That the Health
Science Association of BC (HSA) lobby the Ministry
of Children and Family Development to provide the
opportunity for children with special needs to reach

their full potential and success by providing financial
resources and consistent, attainable, reliable services
that are accessible to all children with developmental
challenges.
SUBMITTED BY: Central Okanagan Child
Development Association
Committee Recommendation: Concurrence
______ Concurrence
______ Non-concurrence
31. HEALTH SERVICES

WHEREAS: Research shows that early intervention
services provided at an adequate level have a lifelong
impact on a child’s ability to function in society; and
WHEREAS: Early intervention services are inadequately and inequitably funded across BC and many
children never receive services because of long waiting lists.
THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED: That the Health
Sciences Association of BC (HSA) lobby the PROVINCIAL government to designate early intervention
services FOR CHILDREN as critical and fund them
adequately.
SUBMITTED BY: North Okanagan Neurological Association (NONA)
Committee Recommendation: Concurrence as
amended
______ Concurrence
______ Non-concurrence
32. HEALTH SERVICES

WHEREAS: Most Health Science Professionals
(HSPs) work for a regional Health Authority; and
WHEREAS: A small number of HSPs work in not
for profit community agencies; and
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WHEREAS: The last two collective agreements
were negotiated with concessions in order to free
up savings within existing budgets to increase compensation; and
WHEREAS: Most of the concessions agreed to do
not free up savings in community agencies and the
employer must then pay for compensation resulting
in cuts to services.
THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED: That the Health
Sciences Association of BC (HSA) cost out the
impact a collective agreement would have on each
community agency; and
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED: That HSA lobby the
government to fund any shortfalls so that services
are not reduced.
SUBMITTED BY: North Okanagan Neurological
Association
Committee Recommendation: Non-concurrence
______ Concurrence
______ Non-concurrence
33. LABOUR RELATIONS

WHEREAS: The British Columbia Nurses’ Union
(BCNU) has been attempting to raid Health Sciences Association of BC (HSA) members; and
WHEREAS: The BCNU has successfully raided
our sister unions, the Hospital Employees’ Union
(HEU) and British Columbia Government and
Service Employees’ Union (BCGEU); and
WHEREAS: The BCNU, because of its raiding activities, has been expelled from the BC Federation
of Labour (BCFL), the Canadian Labour Congress
(CLC) and its own national parent union.
THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED: That the Health
Sciences Association of BC (HSA) members are no
Health Sciences Association
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longer obliged to honour British Columbia Nurses’
Union (BCNU) job actions or picket lines until:
1. The BCNU adopts a written policy that it will
stop raiding other unions;
2. The BCNU compensates the unions it has raided
or attempted to raid, including HSA; and
3. The BCNU applies for and is accepted as a member in good standing with the BC Federation of
Labour, the Canadian Labour Congress and its
national parent union.
SUBMITTED BY: Royal Columbian Hospital
Committee Recommendation: Non-concurrence
______ Concurrence
______ Non-concurrence
34. MEMBER SERVICES

WHEREAS: High workload levels affect the quality
of patient care provided by health science professionals and can affect the health and safety of the professional in the performance of her duties; and
WHEREAS: The employers are already required to
collect and report monthly workload information
for unit producing work performed by health care
professionals; and
WHEREAS: Currently there is no validated method
of measuring the volume of administrative tasks
performed by health science professionals.
THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED: That the Health
Sciences Association of BC (HSA) lobby health
authorities to take steps to ensure that the unit producing workload information be made available for
comparison among worksites; and
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED: That a workload
measurement tool be developed in order to measure

OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH AND SAFETY
administrative workload tasks that are not currently
recognized as unit producing.

members through education about the effects of
domestic violence in the workplace.

SUBMITTED BY: St. Joseph’s General Hospital
Committee Recommendation: Non-concurrence
______ Concurrence
______ Non-concurrence

SUBMITTED BY: Board of Directors
Committee Recommendation: Concurrence
______ Concurrence
______ Non-concurrence

35. MEMBER SERVICES

37. OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH AND SAFETY

WHEREAS: In August 2012, the provincial government and health authorities mandated all health care
workers with patient exposure to get the annual flu
shot or wear a mask; and

WHEREAS: There is increasing evidence and awareness that domestic violence is occurring in the workplace and creating an unsafe work environment; and

WHEREAS: This mandate may be imposed again in
future flu seasons and this threatens our members’
civil liberties.
THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED: That the Health
Sciences Association of BC (HSA) continue to promote basic human rights for its members to make
their own informed choice in regard to seasonal flu
vaccination without violation of their privacy and
civil rights and without fear of punitive action or
dismissal.

WHEREAS: WorkSafeBC is addressing this issue
with recommendations rather than regulations.
THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED: That the Health
Sciences Association (HSA)work with BC Federation
of Labour (BCFL) to lobby WorkSafeBC to move toward stronger language regarding domestic violence;
and
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED: That HSA work with
BCFL to lobby WorkSafeBC to create regulations
specific to domestic violence.

SUBMITTED BY: St. Joseph’s General Hospital
Committee Recommendation: Concurrence
______ Concurrence
______ Non-concurrence

SUBMITTED BY: Board of Directors
Committee Recommendation: Concurrence
______ Concurrence
______ Non-concurrence

36. OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH AND SAFETY

38. OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH AND SAFETY

WHEREAS: Domestic violence is an unspoken and
poorly understood issue that exists in workplaces;
and

WHEREAS: Each facility has a code of conduct for
its employees; and

WHEREAS: Members may not know how to address
domestic violence issues in the workplace.
THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED: That the Health
Sciences Association of BC (HSA) empower its

WHEREAS: The Health Sciences Association of BC
(HSA) has a code of conduct for its members; and
WHEREAS: There is no code of conduct to protect
HSA members from individuals and/or parties from
other facilities or organizations.
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THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED: That a joint
committee comprised of Health Sciences Association of BC (HSA) members, health authorities and
HSA staff develop a code of conduct to protect
members from individuals and/or parties from
other facilities or organizations.
SUBMITTED BY: St. Joseph’s General Hospital
Committee Recommendation: Non-concurrence
______ Concurrence
______ Non-concurrence
39. POLITICAL ACTION

WHEREAS: Canada’s federal government has historically provided basic and supplemental healthcare coverage to all refugee claimants through the
Interim Federal Health Program; and
WHEREAS: On July 1, 2012, the federal government eliminated all health care coverage for some
classes of refugees, and limited coverage for other
refugee classes to urgent health services and treatment for conditions deemed to pose a risk to public
safety; and
WHEREAS: Refugees do not qualify for free provincial health care coverage, even if they meet the
low income requirements; and
WHEREAS: Refugees are one of the most vulnerable groups in our society, and now have no coverage for primary care, treatment of chronic illnesses,
and most medications.
THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED: that the Health
Sciences Association of BC work with labour and
other allies to pressure the federal government to
re-instate for all refugees, the full range of health
care benefits that were available prior to July 1,
2012.
SUBMITTED BY: Board of Directors
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Committee Recommendation: Concurrence
______ Concurrence
______ Non-concurrence
40. POLITICAL ACTION

WHEREAS: Canada’s “Temporary Foreign Worker
Program” is intended to fill temporary jobs where no
qualified Canadian residents are available; and
WHEREAS: Because they can be paid lower wages,
some temporary foreign workers (TFWs) are hired
to perform permanent work, or fill jobs for which
qualified Canadian residents are available; and
WHEREAS: TFWs are vulnerable to abuse from
their employers.
THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED: That the Health
Sciences Association of BC (HSA) work with labour
and other allies to ensure that:
a) employers are not allowed to use temporary
foreign workers (TFWs) to drive down wages
and working conditions for other workers in 		
Canada;
b) workers already living in Canada are given
a fair opportunity to fill jobs before they are
offered to TFWs;
c) legal safeguards are in place to ensure the
fair treatment and compensation of TFWs
employed in Canada; and
d) TFWs are given a fair opportunity to
become landed immigrants and citizens.
SUBMITTED BY: Board of Directors
Committee Recommendation: Concurrence
______ Concurrence
______ Non-concurrence

POLITICAL ACTION
41. POLITICAL ACTION

WHEREAS: the federal government:
1. uses the Canada Health Transfer and Canada
Social Transfer to provide funds to the provinces
to fund health care and social services; and
2. no longer considers the relative prosperity of
each province when distributing these funds; and
3. plans to change the guaranteed annual minimum
increase in the CHT from 6 per cent to 3 per
cent in 2016.
THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED: that the Health
Sciences Association of BC (HSA) work with labour
and other allies to pressure the federal government
to:
a) maintain the annual minimum increases in
the Canada Health Transfer(CHT) and Canada
Social Transfer (CST) at their current rates, when
the current CHT and CST agreements expire;
b) resume using an equalization formula to divide
these funds among the provinces; and
c) negotiate a new Health Accord with the
provinces that includes establishing
STANDARDIZED national health care programs,
AS WELL as national pharmacare and national
home care programs.
SUBMITTED BY: Board of Directors
Committee Recommendation: Concurrence as
amended
______ Concurrence
______ Non-concurrence
42. POLITICAL ACTION

WHEREAS: Public sector bargaining has deteriorated under the Liberal administration such that
meaningful collective bargaining is virtually nonexistent throughout the public sector; and

WHEREAS: The role of the Public Sector Employers
Council (PSEC) has been to frustrate and smother
bargaining initiatives that could be favourable for
both parties in the collective agreement process; and
WHEREAS: The PSEC mandate is to foster – rather
than frustrate – communication between employees
and employers on a range of bargaining and human
resource issues.
THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED: That the Health
Sciences Association of BC (HSA) lobby THE PROVINCIAL GOVERNMENT for a review of the role of the
Public Sector Employers Council (PSEC) in the collective bargaining process; and
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED: That HSA lobby
THE PROVINCIAL GOVERNMENT to return PSEC to a
coordinating role; rather than gate-keeper to the narrow fiscal dictates of the government in power.
SUBMITTED BY: Board of Directors
Committee Recommendation: Concurrence as
amended
______ Concurrence
______ Non-concurrence
43. POLITICAL ACTION

WHEREAS: The population of seniors is increasing
and requiring more care; and
WHEREAS: The need for spaces for senior care appears to remain greater than the spaces available; and
WHEREAS: There have been reports in the media
concerning quality of care issues in some seniors’
facilities.
THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED: That the Health
Sciences Association of BC (HSA) lobby the PROVINCIAL government to provide funding for a realistic
and appropriate number of senior care facilities to
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accommodate seniors in need; and

45. POLITICAL ACTION

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED: That HSA also lobby the PROVINCIAL government to oversee proper
monitoring of facilities so that British Columbia
residents can be confident that the health care
needs of seniors in these facilities are being met.

WHEREAS: The general population of seniors is
increasing; and

SUBMITTED BY: Penticton Regional Hospital
Committee Recommendation:
Concurrence as amended
______ Concurrence
______ Non-concurrence

THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED: That the Health
Sciences Association of BC (HSA) lobby the government to vigorously promote ways for the older
population to maintain a healthier lifestyle.

44. POLITICAL ACTION

WHEREAS: The health care system can sometimes
be confusing to navigate for families assisting their
elder relatives who are in need of senior care facilities; and
WHEREAS: The cost of senior care facilities is
often beyond the retirement income level of seniors.
THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED: That the Health
Sciences Association of BC (HSA) lobby the government to provide a central service (such as a TOLL
FREE telephone number) or some other feasible
mechanism) that can provide families with contacts
for the service or services they need to know about
in their locality; and
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED: That HSA lobby
the government to keep the costs of obtaining elder
care that fall within the means of the average senior’s retirement income.
SUBMITTED BY: Penticton Regional Hospital
Committee Recommendation:
Concurrence as amended
______ Concurrence
______ Non-concurrence
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WHEREAS: The health of individuals often declines
with age.

SUBMITTED BY: Penticton Regional Hospital
Committee Recommendation: Concurrence
______ Concurrence
______ Non-concurrence
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Health science professional members during job action in November

COMMITTEE REPORTS

COMMITTEE ON EQUALITY AND SOCIAL ACTION
Your committee:
Brendan Shields
(Chair and Director, Region 4)
Anne Davis
(Director, Region 1)
Breahn Giesbrecht
(Member at Large, Region 7)
Dave Noga
(Member at Large, Region 6)
Larry Bryan
(Member at Large, Region 5)
Yukie Kurahashi (Staff)
Bill Hannah (Staff)

Anne Davis, Brendan Shields, Breahn Giesbrecht, Larry
Bryan, Dave Noga

In our four meetings this year the Committee on
Equality and Social Action, under its mandate,
spent a great deal of time in discussion around the
subject of equality and diversity. Equality and diversity in terms of who has it and who does not, equality and diversity and the place it holds in our union,
and equality and diversity and how it is expressed in
the HSA. These were fruitful discussions which in
fact resulted in a new diversity and anti-harassment
statement that will now be included at each of our
gatherings.
The reality of equality and diversity and the lack
of it was emphasized to the entire committee on the
day that is commonly referred to as the “speed dating” day. This is the day that CESA meets applicants
for the Equality and Social Action Fund that we are
charged with allocating on your behalf. This year
there were 28 applicants requesting $142,000, nearly
double the fund. Of those groups we were able to
fund 23. I cannot emphasize enough the need that
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is present in our communities right now. It is so large
and pressing at this time that it wouldn’t be an exaggeration to say that the committee was in shock after
the day was over.
This year, once again, it became incredibly obvious in meeting the applicants that the gap between
the haves and the have-nots is not only increasing
in size but, indeed, it is quickly becoming a chasm
that is not easily crossed anymore. The importance of
CESA and the role it plays as a lifeline to the organizations which access our funding in many cases is
truly profound.
During the process of allocating the funding I
couldn’t help but think of our members in the early
1980s who had the vision to develop and implement
CESA. The Board of Directors at that time set the
tone with this sentiment: what we want for ourselves
we truly want for others. With the mandate of the
members of the HSA they then put your union’s
money into action through CESA. This insightful

PROJECTS FUNDED
BY CESA IN 2012

action on their part continues to be nothing short of
visionary given the growing inequity we are seeing
in our communities, country, and the world. The
actions of our committee speak to their big-heartedness and it reveals their deep understanding of the
need for all of us to engage in social justice through
our union.
I know that I speak for all CESA members when
I say that we are all so proud to represent you, the
members of the HSA, and continue on your behalf
the long tradition of social justice unionism embodied and expressed through CESA that was struck
back in 1980s.
2013

Respectfully submitted,
Brendan Shields, Chair

		
$1,000
Afro Canadian Positive Network of BC			
BC Coalition of People
$2,000
with Disabilities				
$1,500
BC Society of Transition Houses		
$1,000
Camp Jubilee				
$2,000
Canada Without Poverty			
Check Your Head: The Youth Global
$4,000
Education Network			
$2,500
Coalition of Child Care Advocates of BC
$14,000
Co-Development Canada		
$4,000
Downtown Eastside Women’s Centre		
$4,500
Ending Violence Association of BC		
First Call: BC Child and Youth
$3,000
Advocacy Coalition 			
$2,500
Grandmother’s Advocacy Network		
$2,395
Haiti Union Solidarity Fund			
$2,500
Living Wage for Families Campaign		
$4,000
Nanaimo Women’s Resource Society		
Next Up: The Global Youth Education
$4,000
Network Society				
$2,000
Partners in the Horn of Africa		
$2,756
Positive Living North			
$3,000
Protein for People				
$4,000
QMUNITY “trans project”			
$4,500
Vancouver Co-op Radio			
$4,500
West Coast LEAF				
$4,000
West Kootenay Women’s Association		
VISA CASHBACK DISBURSEMENT:
World Peace Forum Society

$1,845.71

CONVENTION 2013 RAFFLE FUNDRAISING
BENEFICIARY TARGET:
Camp Jubilee - Approximately $3,000 projected
fundraising (in addition to $1,000 from Equality
and Social Action Fund)
TOTAL

$81,496.71
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EDUCATION COMMITTEE
Your committee:
Allen Peters
(Chair, Director, Region 8)
Val Avery
(Director, Region 2)
Lee McKellar
(Member at Large, Region 2)
Madhu Maharaj
(Member at Large, Region 4)
Mandi Ayers
(Member at Large, Region 10)
Leila Lolua (Staff)
Bill Hannah (Staff)

Lee McKellar, Bill Hannah, Val Avery, Madhu Maharaj,
Allen Peters, Mandi Ayers, Leila Lolua

The mandate of HSA’s Education Committee is to
deliver HSA’s comprehensive education program and
oversee the administration of HSA scholarships and
bursaries. Through in-house and external courses
HSA ensures that stewards have the knowledge and
tools required to represent the interests of HSA and
its members. The role of the steward includes organizing within HSA chapters, advocating for members’
rights and being involved with HSA as a political
organization. These diverse responsibilities require
diverse training opportunities. Consequently, there
continues to be increasing demand for core steward
training – three-day workshops for new stewards and
two-day workshops for health and safety stewards.
Constituency Liaison training continues to be in
demand and HSA continues to meet the training
requirements of the expanded number of HSA members who have stepped up to educate MLAs about
HSA and issues important to our members’ interests. HSA provides labour council delegate training
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for members who participate in their local Canadian
Labour Congress labour councils to ensure that our
activists have the knowledge to represent HSA effectively. In response to members’ demand to have more
education available online, all workshops now include
companion information and activities on Moodle, an
on line education system (this includes the Constituency Liaison workshop and the election campaign
school). We have significantly decreased the amount
of paper that participants receive, and members
seem pleased to be able to access information on line.
Further development and promotion of these aspects
are planned. The education budget has been increased
to accommodate the growing number of stewards attending core workshops.
The committee identifies educational needs and
makes recommendations to the board of directors
regarding workshops, policies and programs consistent with the goals and objectives of HSA.

EXTERNAL LABOUR EDUCATION

The Education Committee also oversees the selection
of HSA scholarships that offer members the chance to
participate in external labour-related education at the
Canadian Labour Congress Winter School and the BC
Federation of Labour’s Summer Institute for Union
Women. HSA funds wage replacement and costs to
make it possible for members to experience these
valuable, multi-union educational opportunities.
FINANCIAL AID AND AWARDS

HSA’s financial aid and awards plan – which supports
members and their children through bursaries and
scholarships for full-time post-secondary study in a
public education facility – are always well subscribed.
This year 232 applications were received for scholarships and bursaries. Each year the committee is impressed by the quality of applicants, and has the challenging task of choosing 30 winners. Four part-time
bursaries are now available to members, in addition to
the full-time awards. HSA offers two $1000 aboriginal
bursaries for students entering post-secondary education in an HSA-related field. If you know of any aboriginal students in your community, encourage them
to apply. Please note that the application deadline for
these awards is generally the end of February each year.
Refer to the education section of HSA’s website for more
details. In addition, the committee oversees the Madden
Memorial Fund, which funds members taking labouroriented training in areas such as human rights, labour
relations and health and safety.
THE YEAR IN REVIEW

This year marked the addition of a new staff member to the education department at HSA. Bill Hannah
brings a skill set which both complements our existing
programs and helps us to build for the future. Those
of us who attended fall regional meeting workshops
or more recent political action workshops will already
have seen what this future holds.
Each year, regional workshops are held in conjunction with regional meetings in the fall. As was
requested by convention, the 2012 topic was disability
management. This one-day workshop covered topics
such as sick leave, the duty to accommodate, long
term disability, and workers’ compensation.
This year’s committee participated in a Moodleenabled virtual meeting. Using Moodle and Big
Blue Button the committee held a meeting regarding
changes to the assessment method for scholarships
and bursaries. Using their own computers from their
homes the new rubrics were viewed, discussed and edited through the internet by the committee members
in a shared virtual meeting room. Overall the meeting
was considered a success and there are plans for more
virtual meetings to save money and time in travel.
RPN-specific steward training was held January
10-11. It was well attended. Participants enjoyed being able to train with others from the same discipline
who share similar challenges. In May, two site-specific
steward training workshops will be offered at Royal
Columbian and at Surrey Memorial Hospitals.
Education is an ongoing process, something that
helps to mobilize and keep our activists and stewards
engaged with their union and in their workplaces as
advocates. As always, but especially in a bargaining
year, we continue to support stewards to organize
locally in their worksites to be prepared to defend our
bargaining objectives.
2013

Pre-convention workshops were well attended by
delegates last year. Members attended workshops to
discuss chapter organizing and mobilizing, public
speaking and building leadership through diversity.

Respectfully submitted,
Allen Peters, Chair
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OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH AND SAFETY COMMITTEE
Your committee:
Heather Sapergia
(Chair, Director, Region 10)
Allen Peters
(Director, Region 8)
Tanis Blomly
(Member at Large, Region 3)
John Christopherson
(Member at Large, Region 5)
Nancy Banks
(Member at Large, Region 10)
David Durning (Staff)

John Christopherson, David Durning, Heather Sapergia,
Allen Peters, Nancy Banks

The Occupational Health and Safety Committee is
a standing committee which reports to HSA’s Board
of Directors. In conjunction with the Education
Committee, OHS makes basic and ongoing safety
steward training available. We advocate for worker
safety through prevention, protection and awareness of safety issues. We support our OHS stewards
in their work as safety advocates. The committee
also acts on resolutions assigned from convention.
YEAR IN REVIEW

The committee usually meets four times during
its year long term but due to the Health Science
Professional Bargaining Association job action this
past December, we met three times.
One of the highlights of the past year for OHS
activists was the International Conference on
Violence in Health Care, held for the first time
outside of Europe, in Vancouver in October 2012.
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The three-day conference offered plenaries, keynotes and workshops on many aspects of violence in
health care, including reports from the front lines of
medical care in countries where war is a daily reality.
Keynote speakers gave accounts of their personal experiences of being victims of violence at work. There
were many presentations on efforts to make health
care work sites safer for both workers and patients/
clients. HSA sent one staff person and 13 activists.
We also discussed Bill 14, an amendment to the
Workers’ Compensation Act which attempts to address mental disorders caused by workplace factors.
Another topic which needs ongoing monitoring is
the effect on OHS steward assignments due to consolidations in Lower Mainland worksites.
HSA, along with other unions representing health
care workers, objected strongly to punitive aspects of
the Ministry of Health flu policy that was to be instituted this past winter. We were successful in having
the punitive aspects of the policy rescinded. We still

encouraged members to get the flu shot and will be
discussing a more collaborative approach to flu shots
this coming year.
HSA also led successful objections to Vancouver
Coastal Health Authority’s punitive attendance management program. Instead of supporting members
to become healthy, the program punished members
with reductions to full-time equivalent positions and
overtime bans. With the assistance of a mediator,
the punitive aspects of the program were overturned.
The OHS Committee will continue to watch the
development of these issues and draw on them when
planning activities and recommending opportunities
for member education.
YEAR AHEAD

Marty Lovick, HSA staff person for OHS, retired in
2012. We will be welcoming our new staff person,
David Durning, as this report goes to press. David
brings well rounded experience in OHS to his new
position at HSA and we look forward to working
with him. In the transition period, we have been
ably supported by Miriam Sobrino, HSA’s Director of
Communications.
We will be encouraging all members to “Take A
Minute”, not only on April 28, the Day of Mourning
for workers killed or injured on the job, but every
day at their work sites.
I would like to thank the other members of the
OHS committee and all our OHS stewards around
the province who advocate for the safety of our
members every day.
2013

Respectfully submitted,
Heather Sapergia, Chair
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POLITICAL ACTION COMMITTEE
Your committee:
Marg Beddis
(Chair, Region 7 Director)
Anne Davis
(Region 1 Director)
Nancy Hay
(Member at Large, Region 6)
Adesh Kahlon
(Member at Large, Region 3)
Penny Regier
(Member at Large, Region 7)
Carol Riviere (Staff)

Nancy Hay, Marg Beddis, Penny Regier, Adesh Kahlon, Anne
Davis

The Political Action Committee (PAC) supports
the involvement of HSA members in the electoral
process and approved grassroots activities, and the
enhancement of our members’ skills in the political
arena. PAC oversees the Political Action Fund, and
supports the work of constituency liaisons, labour
council delegates and grassroots activists. The committee reports directly to the Board of Directors at
each board meeting, and to the membership at the
annual convention.
THE YEAR IN REVIEW

Most of PAC’s work this year focused on preparing
for the provincial election scheduled for May 14,
2013.
Our first task was to ensure that our application
form for the Political Action Fund was in the format we needed, as we anticipated many members
applying for release time to work on the election.
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We met four times during our 2012-2013 term, and
had several e-mail communications to ensure we
could respond to Political Action Fund applications
in a timely fashion.
The current provincial government has made
it very difficult at every bargaining table in which
we participate, as made clear by the the protracted
negotiations this round. The committee believes that
political action is required to ensure decision makers better understand the needs of union members.
We have encouraged as many members as possible to
work on election campaigns to make sure our voices
are heard.
We offered election campaign schools and supported members attending external political action
training. We encouraged members to be involved in
grassroots activities that focus on public awareness
and action on important health care issues – such as
opposing public private partnerships (P3s) for the two
new hospitals planned for northern Vancouver Island.

We also continued to support HSA member
Rachel Tutte in her role as labour co-chair of the
BC Health Coalition, where she has been a very
effective advocate for public health care. HSA also
continued supporting the Coalition’s work in other
ways, including the fight to defend Medicare against
a constitutional legal challenge by private, for-profit
clinics.
We supported members meeting with their MLAs
in their own communities and in Victoria to discuss
HSA’s issues. We also supported members meeting
with their MPs as part of a nation-wide labour lobby
against Bill C-377.
Bill C-377 would require every labour organization in Canada to file detailed financial information,
including names and addresses of companies and
individuals paid more than $5,000 in a year. This
information would be posted on a website accessible
by the public. Government claims this is about union
transparency – but most unions, like HSA, already
provide their members with detailed financial information, and are accountable to their members at
convention and through elections. In fact, Bill C-377
is more about tipping the balance of labour relations
in favour of employers.

lors and school trustees are running in the provincial
election. Next year’s PAC will be looking for ways to
support HSA member involvement in these elections. In addition, legislative changes are expected
that will significantly affect the next province-wide
local government elections in 2014. PAC will be
determining how these changes may affect our members’ involvement in the 2014 election.
Finally, with the May 14th provincial election
fast approaching, there is one message the Political Action Committee wants you to hear loud and
clear. You have the level of respect you will get at the
bargaining table in your hands. You can make a difference. VOTE, take your family to the voting booth,
and take your co-workers to the voting booth. Get
involved in the process, but most of all – VOTE.
2013

Respectfully submitted,
Marg Beddis, Chair

THE YEAR AHEAD

PAC support for HSA’s Constituency Liaison program will be particularly important in the coming
year. As we head into another bargaining cycle,
it’s essential that decision makers understand the
importance of the work HSA members do, and the
issues we face in the workplace. 23 of BC’s current
85 MLAs are stepping down, so regardless of the
outcome of the upcoming provincial election, there
will be many new MLAs to educate about HSA and
our issues.
Several local government by-elections are expected later this year, as many mayors, city councilAnnual Report 2013
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WOMEN’S COMMITTEE
Your committee:
Anne Davis
(Chair, Region 1 Director)
Anita Bardal
(Region 6 Director)
Adesh Kahlon (Region 3 MAL)
Tanis Blomly (Region 3 MAL)
Wendy Reilly (Region 9 MAL)
Leila Lolua (Staff)

Wendy Reilly, Anne Davis, Anita Bardal, Leila Lolua,
Anita Bardal, Adesh Kahlon

The Women’s Committee was established by convention in 2011 with a mandate to explore barriers to women’s participation in our union and to
develop strategies for overcoming those barriers,
thus strengthening our union’s capacity and developing leadership among women activists.
In our second year, the Committee continued
to rely upon the four-stage model developed by
Michelle Kaminski and Elaine Yakura: finding
your voice, developing basic skills, figuring out
the politics, and setting the agenda. By developing and enhancing strategies at all four levels, the
committee expects to see continuing progress.
While women’s rate of participation as stewards has remained constant at 74-75 per cent, we
have seen a marked change in women’s participation as members at large. In 2011, 57 per cent of
our members at large were women. In 2012, that
number grew to 80 per cent. This more accurately reflects the gender balance in our union, in
Health Sciences Association
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which 82 per cent of our members are women.
The committee recognizes and appreciates the
support of the Board of Directors and others in
positions of leadership, in increasing the participation of women. A combination of encouragement
and informal mentorship, along with more formal
training opportunities, is making a difference.
Building on the success of a workshop held
last year to coincide with International Women’s
Day, the committee recommended that a two-day
workshop be held in March. This was attended by
a mix of women who were new to activism and
those who had more experience. The goal of the
workshop was to continue to develop leadership at
all levels among the women of our union.
Two members from the committee went to
Ottawa to take part in Women 4 Change training, which is an initiative of the National Union of
Public and General Employees’ Advisory Committee on Women’s Issues. Women 4 Change high-

lights the importance of public services in women’s
lives as well as the disproportionate impact on
women when public services are cut. The training formed part of our International Women’s
Day workshop and there was an expectation that
all attendees of that workshop would commit to
delivering at least one presentation on Women 4
Change.
The committee had a number of lively conversations about the intersection of gender and other
forms of diversity as it pertains to development
of leadership and will continue to explore ways to
encourage, assess and monitor progress towards
achieving diversity that reflects the membership
within our elected positions at all levels of HSA.
At the time of writing this report, a survey is
being organized to help the committee to further
identify barriers to participation and develop
strategies to overcome those.
The committee sent out information on December 6, the National Day of Remembrance and
Action on Violence Against Women, and provided
support to HSA members in women-serving
organizations who participated in the world-wide
One Billion Rising events.
The Chair continued to represent HSA on the
NUPGE Advisory Committee on Women’s Issues
and the BC Federation of Labour’s Women’s Rights
Committee.
At convention this year, the committee will be
presenting a film – Miss Representation – followed
by a discussion on the theme of women in politics. As well, the committee will have an information table with items related to women’s life/work
balance, Women 4 Change, and the impact of fair
taxation (and the lack thereof) on women.
Planned activities for the coming year include
working closely with the Occupational Health
and Safety Committee to raise awareness of issues
related to domestic violence in the workplace,

further development of Women 4 Change within
our union, and continuing to create and respond
to opportunities for participation by the women of
HSA.
2013

Respectfully submitted,
Anne Davis, Chair
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RUN FOR THE CURE COMMITTEE
Your committee:
Anita Bardal
(Chair, Director Region 6)
Marg Beddis
(Director Region 7)
Sally Salter
(Member at Large, Region 1)
Jennifer Chen
(Member at Large, Region 4)
Janice Davis (Staff)

Marg Beddis, Jennifer Chen, Sally Salter, Anita Bardal

The Run for the Cure Committee promotes, co-ordinates, and oversees HSA activities associated with
the annual Canadian Breast Cancer Foundation’s
Run for the Cure fundraising event. HSA has participated in the Run for the Cure since 1997. HSA’s
sponsorship of the Run helps to raise awareness of
HSA and the important work HSA members do
in the diagnosis, treatment, and rehabilitation of
breast cancer patients.
Earlier this year the HSA Board of Directors
reviewed HSA’s involvement in the Run for the
Cure and assessed the success of our affiliation
with the CBCF. The board strongly agreed that
our relationship with the CBCF has been positive
for HSA over the past 15 years and has served to
improve public awareness of HSA and the work of
members. They decided that the resources spent on
facilitating members’ activities for the Run should
be refocused.
HSA will continue to support the CBCF Run for
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the Cure as a sponsor, and encourages local chapters
to participate in the Run and in fundraising efforts.
This will be the final year for the Run committee
and HSA will cut back on the resources the union
puts into organizing members’ involvement in the
Run. This will free up resources to commit to other
priorities. HSA members, friends and family are
encouraged to join the HSA team on-line. There are
nine official Run sites: Abbotsford-Fraser Valley,
Kamloops, Kelowna, Nanaimo, Prince George, Vancouver, Vernon, Victoria and, new for 2013, Surrey. If
you don’t live near a Run site, join the HSA team by
searching for an HSA team or virtual team.
Every day, HSA members help breast cancer patients in their personal fight with cancer. We provide
the diagnostic services that detect and pinpoint the
disease. We perform crucial clinical roles during
treatment. And with the rehabilitation services we
provide, we help patients and their families adjust to
their post-treatment lives.

HSA: PLATINUM LEVEL SPONSOR

As a platinum level sponsor, HSA holds the title of
“Regional Labour Sponsor” and receives recognition
on all BC participant t-shirts, posters and buckslips.
The HSA logo and link is on each BC Run site webpage. HSA receives verbal recognition of sponsorship
and mention in news releases at Run events at each
BC Run site. HSA is the exclusive distributor of Pink
Ribbon Tattoos at the Run. Our presence at the Run
helps to raise awareness of HSA.
YEAR IN REVIEW

The committee met three times and held one teleconference.
The committee ensures that HSA’s sponsorship
of the CBCF Run for the Cure matches the level
($35,000) approved by members at convention.
Lunch and Learn or other events were held at 27
chapters. HSA members formed 20 different teams
at eight Run sites and had a virtual team. The 246
team members helped to raise a total of $45,799.

chapter or volunteering at the HSA Run table. Watch
the HSA web site for more information.
YOUTH ACHIEVEMENT AWARD

This is the third year that HSA has acknowledged the
importance of youth on the HSA team by providing a youth achievement award. Logan Bakker, from
Kelowna, was the first recipient of the award and we
are pleased to announce he is the winner again this
year. Congratulations Logan!
We encourage you to continue to be involved in
the Run and talk to your colleagues and members in
your chapter about joining an HSA team or holding
a fundraiser.
Join us along with your family and friends on
Sunday, October 6th, 2013 to be a part of the HSA
team that is working to create a future without breast
cancer. See you there!
2013

Respectfully submitted,
Anita Bardal, Chair

TOP FIVE FUNDRAISING PARTICIPANTS

1. Mary Hatlevik
2. Sarah Ford
3. Anita Bardal
4. Denise Kiefer
5. Jeanne Harborne
This year, HSA member David Noga assisted our
staff in promoting the Run. He helped our members
sign up and did an excellent job co-ordinating and
presenting at our Lunch and Learn and Think Pink
Week chapter fundraisers.
Members can participate by fundraising, signing up for the HSA team, holding an event at their
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HEALTH SCIENCES ASSOCIATION

The union delivering modern health care
HSA’s Board of Directors is elected by members to run HSA between Annual
Conventions. Members should feel free to contact them with any concerns.
President [webpres@hsabc.org]

Reid Johnson, MSW
Centre for Ability

Region 1 [REGION01@hsabc.org]

Anne Davis, Program Coordinator
Comox Valley Transition Society

Region 2 [REGION02@hsabc.org]

Val Avery (Vice-President)
Physiotherapist, Victoria General Hospital
Region 3 [REGION03@hsabc.org]

Bruce MacDonald, Social Worker
Royal Columbian Hospital

Region 4 [REGION04@hsabc.org]

Brendan Shields, Music Therapist
Richmond Hospital

Region 5 [REGION05@hsabc.org]

Kimball Finigan, Radiation Therapist
BC Cancer Agency (Vancouver)

Region 6 [REGION06@hsabc.org]

Anita Bardal, Medical Radiation
Technologist, St. Paul’s Hospital

Region 7 [REGION07@hsabc.org]

EXECUTIVE DIRECTORS
Jeanne Meyers, Labour Relations & Legal Services
Rebecca Maurer, Human Resources
and Operations

Marg Beddis, Dietitian
Surrey Memorial Hospital

MANAGING EDITOR
Miriam Sobrino

Region 8 [REGION08@hsabc.org]

EDITOR
David Bieber

Allen Peters, Medical Imaging Technologist
Nicola Valley General Hospital, Merrit
Region 9 [REGION09@hsabc.org]

Janice Morrison (Secretary-Treasurer)
Physiotherapist, Kootenay Lake Hospital
Region 10 [REGION10@hsabc.org]

Heather Sapergia, Laboratory Technologist
Prince George Regional Hospital
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